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Abstract—A novel vertical directional coupler switch with
a switching-operation-induced section and an extinction-ratio-
enhanced section is proposed. Switching operation is achieved by
changing the refractive indexes of both cores in the switching-
operation-induced section, and an improvement of extinction
ratios larger than 30 dB for both cross and bar states is achieved
by controlling the asymmetry of the refractive indexes of two
cores in the extinction-ratio-enhanced section without changing
the refractive index of the inner-cladding layer between the two
waveguides. The required refractive indexes for the cores in
the switching-operation-induced and extinction-ratio-enhanced
sections are calculated for various thickness of the inner-cladding
layer.

Index Terms—Extinction ratio, extinction-ratio-enhanced
section, switching-operation-induced section, vertical directional
coupler switch (VDCS), wafer fusion.

I. INTRODUCTION

H IGH-SPEED optical-switching components for wide-
bandwidth optical data stream play an important role in

all-optical networks. The optical switch used in packet-switch
applications should operate at high speeds ranging from
microseconds to nanoseconds [1]. These high-speed switching
operations can be achieved by the change of refractive
index utilizing the electrooptic effect and the carrier injec-
tion (or depletion) [2], [3]. Major requirements for optical
packet-switching elements are high extinction ratios, low
polarization dependence, low loss, and scalability. Recently, a
fused vertical coupler (FVC) with a very short coupling length
of 62 m was demonstrated [4]. Since the technique of wafer
fusion can be used to combine waveguides fabricated on two
different substrates into three-dimensional (3-D) structures, the
problem of the separation of two vertical waveguides can be
solved. The integration of switching systems using,
for example, the Basaline scheme to minimize the number
of switching elements and stages is difficult to realize due to
the loss at waveguide crossings between various stages [5].
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Fig. 1. (a) FVCSs with separated input and output waveguides. (b) Schematic
diagram of one-dimensional (1–D) index profile in the straight interaction
region of fused VDCSs with two sections.

However, in a FVC, this problem can be easily solved by
separating the two waveguides with an air gap in the region
where no coupling is required [see Fig. 1(a)]. In addition, the
application of a bias at the fused layers will allow a change of
mode overlap integral for switching purposes [4].

Ultrashort vertical directional couplers have an inherent lim-
itation in their extinction ratios due to nonorthogonality of in-
dividual waveguide modes [6]. One can improve extinction ra-
tios for the cross state using slight asymmetry in the structure
and that for the bar state using the combination of symmetric
and asymmetric two-section structures [7], [8]. It was shown
that both cross and bar states with high extinction ratios larger
than 30 dB can be achieved at the same end of the ultrashort
two-section fused vertical coupler switch (FVCS) by changing
the refractive indexes of the inner-cladding layer and cores of
less than 1% [9].
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For the structure of [9], in order to change the refractive
indexes of the inner-cladding layer and cores independently
by carrier injection or electrooptic effect, complex electrode
structures and fabrication processes are necessary. In order
to simplify the processing, one must reduce the number of
layers in each section in which the refractive indexes need to
be changed for switching operation and an improvement of
extinction ratios. In this paper, we propose a vertical directional
coupler switch (VDCS) with switching-operation-induced
section and extinction-ratio-enhanced section with a length less
than 400 m. In these VDCSs, the switching operation was
achieved by changing the refractive indexes of both cores in
the switching-operation-induced section, and an improvement
of extinction ratios larger than 30 dB for both cross and bar
states was achieved by controlling the asymmetry of refrac-
tive indexes of two cores in the extinction-ratio-enhanced
section without a need to change the refractive index of the
inner-cladding layer. The required refractive indexes for the
cores in the switching-operation-induced and extinction-ratio-
enhanced sections are calculated for various thicknesses of the
inner-cladding layer.

The transfer matrix method and the improved coupled-mode
theory (ICMT) are used to analyze these structures, and the re-
sults are compared with those of the two–dimensional (2-D) fi-
nite-difference beam propagation method (BPM).

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the ICMT
and the transfer matrix method are briefly described for multi-
section vertical directional couplers. In Section III, VDCSs with
two sections are described. In Section IV, the design procedure
and examples for VDCSs with two sections, which have both
cross and bar states with high extinction ratios larger than 30 dB,
are presented. The effect of the thickness of the inner-cladding
layer on the refractive indexes of cores in two sections is inves-
tigated. Finally, conclusions are given in Section V.

II. ICMT AND TRANSFERMATRIX METHOD IN MULTISECTION

VERTICAL DIRECTIONAL COUPLERS

The improved coupled-mode equations in theth segment of
a two-section vertical directional coupler, shown in Fig. 1, are
given by [10]

(1)

and

(2)

where

dxdy

dxdy

dxdy

and and and are the transverse electric (TE)
and transverse magnetic (TM) fields of waveguidesand
in the th section, respectively, and and are the
mode amplitudes of waveguides and in the th section,
respectively.

The mode amplitudes at the end of section 2 of waveguides
and , , and can be expressed by the transfer

matrix and are related to the mode amplitudes of waveguides
and at the input of section 1, , and as follows:

(3)
where the transfer matrix in theth section is given by

(4)

where

and is the length of each section.
The output powers at the end of each section for waveguides
and , , and are given by

(5)

(6)

III. VDCSs WITH SWITCHING-OPERATION-INDUCED AND

EXTINCTION-RATIO-ENHANCED SECTIONS

From the analysis of two-section FVCs and FVCSs in [8] and
[9], one can achieve the cross state with high extinction ratios
larger than 30 dB using a one-section asymmetric coupler. In ad-
dition, one can achieve the bar state with high extinction ratios
larger than 30 dB using two-section VDCSs with an asymmetric
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Fig. 2. Length of section 1 as a function of the refractive index of both cores for
various multiples of coupling length in section 1 of vertical directional couplers
with the thickness of the inner-cladding layer of 0.6�m.

Fig. 3. Refractive index change of both cores for switching operation
�n = n � n for various lengths of section 1 with the thickness
of the inner-cladding layer of 0.6�m.

coupler followed by a symmetric coupler, or vice versa. Extinc-
tion ratios for cross and bar states of symmetric couplers usu-
ally range from 13 to 18 dB at short coupling lengths in strongly
coupled FVCs considered in this work [8]. With extinction ra-
tios less than 18 dB at the end of section 1, one can achieve high
extinction ratios larger than 30 dB at the end of section 2 using
a slight asymmetry in refractive indexes of cores in section 2.

In order to reduce the number of layers whose refractive in-
dexes should be changed for high-extinction-ratio switching op-
erations for both cross and bar states, one can divide the VDCS
into two functional sections. The first one (section 1) is the
switching-operation-induced section, and it uses a symmetric
coupler. The second one (section 2) is the extinction-ratio-en-
hanced section, and it uses an asymmetric coupler.

One notices that the refractive index of the core in which the
power is launched is smaller than that of the other core to obtain
high extinction ratios [8]. The extinction ratio of section 2 is
mainly determined by the asymmetry of refractive indexes of
two cores in section 2 and is not affected by refractive indexes
of cores in section 1. Thus, to obtain the same asymmetry for
high extinction ratios larger than 30 dB for both cross and bar
states, one should choose the refractive index of both cores in
section 2 as the average value of the refractive index of cores of

Fig. 4. Extinction ratio of bar state as a function of the refractive index of core
A in section 2 with the refractive index of both cores in section 1 of 3.3118 and
that of core B in section 2 of 3.3271. (The length of section 1 is 370�m.)

Fig. 5. Extinction ratio of cross state as a function of the refractive index of
core B in section 2 with the refractive index of both cores in section 1 of 3.3424
and that of core A in section 2 of 3.3271. (The length of section 1 is 370�m.)

cross and bar states in section 1. Then, the length of section 2
for the cross state is equal to that for the bar state.

In order to achieve switching operation and high extinction
ratios for both cross and bar states, the control of the refractive
index in both core regions of the waveguides is necessary. The
required changes can be realized using electrooptic effect or car-
rier injection. With the appropriate doping profile and material
composition or orientation, one can control the change in the re-
fractive index of different regions independently. For example,
Liu et al.have recently demonstrated a push–pull operation for
a vertical coupler switch with the use of a single electrode [11].

In the VDCS with the switching-operation-induced and ex-
tinction-ratio-enhanced sections, one can achieve the switching
operation and an improvement of extinction ratios without the
change of the refractive index of the inner-cladding layer. Thus,
the structure and fabrication process of the proposed VDCS with
the switching-operation-induced and extinction-ratio-enhanced
sections is simpler than that of an FVCS in [9].

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig. 1(a) shows the FVCS with separate input and output
waveguides. The 2-D index profile of a vertical directional
coupler is reduced to one dimension using the effective index
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(a) (b)

Fig. 6. Design example of a two-section VDCS for output in (a) cross state and (b) bar state. The incident power is launched into core A.

(a) (b)

Fig. 7. Design example of a two-section VDCS for output in (a) cross state and (b) bar state. The incident power is launched into core B.

method. The schematic diagram of a 1-D index profile of
VDCSs with two sections is shown in Fig. 1(b). The results
for TE mode are presented. The TM modes have a similar
behavior. The parameter values used in the analysis are

0.5 m, and 0.6 m,
and the wavelength is 1.55m. We assume that the power
is launched into core A in section 1. The extinction ratio of
cross and bar states of the sectionis defined as and

, respectively, where and are the guided
mode powers at the end of each section of waveguidesand

, respectively.
The length of section 1 as a function of the refractive index

of both cores for various multiples of coupling length is shown
in Fig. 2. The thickness of the inner-cladding layer is taken to
be 0.6 m. In order to achieve both cross and bar states at the
end of a VDCS, the length of section 1 should be chosen so that
it is equal to . The cou-
pling lengths and are those of bar (cross) and cross (bar)
states in section 1, respectively, if is odd (even). The refrac-
tive index of both cores in section 1 is denoted by . Thus,
the index difference, repre-
sents the change of the refractive index of both cores in section
1 necessary for the switching operation. One should design the
VDCS in the region in which is less than 0.03 due to the
assumption of the change of refractive index of cores less than
1%. Based on the above relationship, one can determine the re-
fractive index of both cores in section 1 after choosing the length
of section 1.

In order to determine the length and the refractive index of
both cores of section 1, we calculate the difference of the refrac-
tive index between the multiples of coupling length for various
lengths of section 1. Fig. 3 shows the refractive index change
of both cores for switching operation
for various lengths of section 1 in VDCSs with the thickness of
the inner-cladding layer of 0.6m, where represents the

Fig. 8. Guided power inside waveguidesA andB as a function of distance for
the VDCS described in Fig. 6(a).

Fig. 9. Guided power inside waveguidesA andB as a function of distance for
the VDCS described in Fig. 6(b).

refractive index of both cores in section 1 when the multiple
of coupling length is equal to the length of 370, 380, 390, and
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TABLE I
TOLERANCE OF THEREFRACTIVE INDEX AND THE OPTIMUM ASYMMMETRY OF CORES INSECTION 2 AND THE REFRACTIVE INDEX CHANGE OF CORES IN

SECTION 1 FOR SWITCHING OPERATION FORVARIOUS THICKNESSES OF THEINNER-CLADDING LAYER

400 m, respectively. Based on the results shown in Fig. 3, one
can determine the refractive index of both cores in section 1 after
choosing the length of section 1. For example, one considers the
case in which the length of section 1 is chosen to be 370m. In
this case, the coupling lengths for cross and bar states satisfy that

370 m, and the refractive indexes of both cores for
cross and bar states are 3.3424 and 3.3118, respectively. The re-
fractive index change in section 1 for the switching operation in
this case is 0.03 less than 1% of the refractive indexes of cores.

Extinction ratios of section 2 are mainly determined by the
asymmetry of refractive indexes of two cores in section 2. To
obtain the same coupling length and the same asymmetry for
high extinction ratios larger than 30 dB for both cross and bar
states in section 2, we choose the refractive index of both cores
in section 2 as the average value of the refractive index of cores
of cross state and bar state in section 1. In the case of the length
of section 1 of 370 m, we choose the refractive index of both
cores in section 2 as .

Fig. 4 shows the extinction ratio of bar state as a function of
the refractive index of core A in section 2 with the refractive
index of both cores in section 1 of 3.3118 and that of core B
in section 2 of 3.3271. The length of section 2 is 42.89m for
the refractive index of core A of 3.3327 at which the maximum
extinction ratio occurs. In this case, since the power is launched
into core B in section 2, the refractive index of core A in sec-
tion 2 is larger than that of core B in section 2 to obtain high
extinction ratios larger than 30 dB. The refractive index differ-
ence between core B and core A for the maximum extinction
ratio is 0.0056. The tolerance of the refractive index of core A
in section 2, which gives the extinction ratios larger than 30 dB,
is 0.0016.

Fig. 5 shows the extinction ratio of cross state as a function
of the refractive index of core B in section 2 with the refractive
index of both cores in section 1 of 3.3424 and of core A in
section 2 of 3.3271. Since the asymmetry of the refractive index
of both cores in section 2 for the maximum extinction ratio is

the same as that in the case of Fig. 4, the length of section 2 for
the refractive index of core B of 3.3327 at which the maximum
extinction ratio occurs is equal to that of Fig. 4. Thus, the device
length of the cross state is exactly equal to that of the bar state.
Similar to the case of Fig. 4, the tolerance of the refractive index
of core B in section 2 is 0.0016.

Fig. 6 shows an example of a VDCS with two sections de-
signed based on the results in Figs. 3 –5 when incident power
is launched into core A. Fig. 7 shows an example of a VDCS
with two sections when incident power is launched into core
B. The length of section 1 is 370m, and that of section 2 is
42.89 m. Comparing the two figures, we can see that the re-
fractive indexes of both cores in section 1 are the same, while
the refractive index of core A in section 2 in Fig. 6 is equal to
the index of core B in section 2 in Fig. 7, and vice versa.

Figs. 8 and 9 show the guided powers inside waveguide
and waveguide as a function of distance for a VDCS based
on the design in Figs. 6(a) and (b), respectively. We can clearly
see that the extinction ratio is enhanced in section 2 due to the
asymmetry of refractive indexes of the two cores in this section.

In order to investigate the effect of the thickness of the inner-
cladding layer on the refractive indexes of cores in sections 1
and 2, the tolerance of the refractive index and the optimum
asymmetry of cores in section 2, as well as the refractive index
change of cores in section 1 required for switching operation in
the case of the length of section 1 of 390m for various thick-
nesses of the inner-cladding layer, are calculated and summa-
rized in Table I. The refractive index and the change of the re-
fractive index of both cores required for switching operation in
section 1 are denoted by and , respectively. The
optimum asymmetry (the refractive index difference between
both cores at which the maximum extinction ratio occurs) in
section 2 and the tolerance of the refractive index of cores in
section 2 are denoted by and

, respectively. The number of multiples of coupling
length is denoted by .
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As can be seen in Table I, the refractive indexes of both cores
in section 1 for cross and bar states increase and the refractive
index change for switching operation decreases for the same
length of section 1 as the inner-cladding layer thickness de-
creases. The tolerance of refractive indexes of cores in sec-
tion 2 increases as the inner-cladding layer thickness decreases.
The optimum asymmetry of section 2 is much less than 1% of
the refractive index of cores, regardless of the thickness of the
inner-cladding layer.

V. CONCLUSION

VDCSs with switching-operation-induced and extinction-
ratio-enhanced sections with a length less than 400m have
been proposed. In these VDCSs, switching operation was
achieved by changing the refractive indexes of both cores in
the switching-operation-induced section, and an improvement
of extinction ratios larger than 30 dB for both cross and bar
states was achieved by controlling the asymmetry of refractive
indexes of two cores in the extinction-ratio-enhanced section
without changing the refractive index of the inner-cladding
layer. The effect of the thickness of the inner-cladding layer
on the refractive indexes of cores in the switching-operation-
induced and extinction-ratio-enhanced sections has been
investigated.
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